
INFO-Service   DEKA-PermMetallic 
The shimmering metallic fabric paint 

 
Let your imagination run free with DEKA-PermMetallic. Put your own creative ideas to work. Magically transfer stylish accents or 

designs onto festive table decor. Decorate your accessories (cotton bags, fabric belts, scarfs, ties, hairbands, spectacle cases), 

blouses and T-shirts. Everything that looks plain you can dress up excitingly with DEKA-PermMetallic. DEKA-PermMetallic, the 

fabric paint with a shimmering metallic effect for light and dark-coloured fabrics, is especially suitable for painting, printing and 

stenciling. You can draw the desired design onto tracing paper with the DEKA-Transfer Pencil, easily transfer it onto the fabric 

and then paint it with DEKA-PermMetallic - and your own personal creation is finished! You can find many attractive designs in 

our DEKA-Patterns. 

 
Features: 

Soft to the touch; vibrant, intense colours; very opaque; lightfast; washfast up to 30°C; blendable; e asy-to-use and waterbased, 

of course! 

 
Directions: 

Stir DEKA-PermMetallic well before using. Use only fabrics free of sizing (fabric softener is also a form of sizing!). In order to 

completely remove sizing, DEKA-TextilFit is recommended. Use a piece of cardboard as backing under the fabric (between front 

and back of a T-shirt), since the paint application can bleed through. Apply DEKA-PermMetallic evenly with a brush. Avoid 

applying thick or multiple coats that could affect washfastness. Lighter pastel shades can be achieved by adding metallic White 

No. 21-92. It is advisable to test and wash the paint on a sample, since all fabrics have individual characteristics. Brushes, 

stencils and other tools should be cleaned with cold water immediately alter use. After the painted fabric has dried, iron on the 

wrong side for approximately 3 minutes with a hot iron (use the proper setting for the particular fabric). This process sets the 

paint and the painted fabric will feel smooth and soft to the touch. To enjoy your creative work for a long time, we recommend 

washing at 30°C on delicate cycle (please wash fabr ic inside out). 

 
Accidental spots of DEKA-PermMetallic - even if not heatset - cannot be removed. 

 
Wonderful fabric projects can be created by choosing from the numerous types of paints in  the  DEKA fabric  painting 

program. The classic DEKA-Permanent brightens up light-coloured fabrics  and  gives  the  painted pieces a  pleasantly  soft 

touch. The ultra opaque DEKA-PermDeck is ideal for dark-coloured fabrics ... it's super on jeans. DEKA-PermGlitter livens up 

T-shirts, jeans or  fabric bags with a sparkly glitter effect. White clothing  painted with DEKA-PermNeon shines     in loud 

neon colours. DEKA-PermDisco glows  in  the dark. 

 
DEKA paints and dyes have represented excellent quality in the hobby and craft field for more than 90 years. The reason this 

level has been maintained for so long can be attributed directly to intensive laboratory research. Thanks to our international 

experience and expertise, DEKA paints are always produced utilizing the newest standards in chemical technology. The careful 

choice of raw materials has allowed us to combine top quality with progressive environmental consciousness. More than 60 

years ago, DEKA was considered a forerunner by creating waterbased paints for textiles 

 
DEKA - The specialist in textile and hobby paints! 

Packaging: 25 ml, 125 ml, 500 ml 

21-05 metallic Yellow 21-64 metallic Green 

21-15 metallic Red 21-84 metallic Brown 

21-29 metallic Pink 21-90 metallic Black 

21-39 metallic Violet 21-92 metallic White 

21-49 metallic Blue 21-94 metallic Gold 

21-53 metallic Dark Blue 21-96 metallic Silver 

 
We guarantee the consistent top quality of our paints. However, we cannot guarantee the results obtained by their use, due to 

differences in individual application and workmanship. Not a toy. 
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